JRH is franchised by and proudly represents the premier interconnect, switch,
and sensing manufacturers. This partnership makes available to our customers
a wide range of custom, commercial, and mil-spec solutions.
AirBorn offers thousands of specialized connectors for aerospace, medical, manufacturing, instrumentation, storage and networking, space exploration and energy industries. Their W, R, M, N,
verSI, RC and RZ lines are proudly manufactured in the U.S.A.!
As a Division of Amphenol Corporation, Amphenol Aerospace is one of the largest manufacturers
of interconnect products in the world for the military, commercial aerospace, and industrial markets. The company designs, manufactures and markets cylindrical and rectangular, electronic, fiber
optic, EMI/EMP filter, and a variety of special applications connectors and interconnect systems.
Amphenol Canada has been an international leader in the design and production of interconnect
products for the military/aerospace and commercial markets for more than 40 years. Amphenol
Canada manufactures filtered and ruggedized connectors for military, commercial aerospace, defense, wireless infrastructure, internet, and data communications
Amphenol PCD is a world market leader in avionic relay sockets and junction modules; and the
leading US manufacturer of pluggable terminal blocks and interface modules for industrial applications. The company, operating from a new, world-class facility in Beverly, MA, remains focused on
avionic and industrial control interconnects and terminal blocks, and is dedicated to the mil-aero
market.
Amphenol RF produces RF Interconnect Products, CONNECTORS: 1.0/2.3, SMA, SMB, SMP, SMPM,
TNC, Type N, AMC (U.FI equivalent), MCX, MMCX, BNC, HD BNC, Mini BNC FAKRA, SMB, SSMB,
Mini 75 Ohm SMB, QMA, Type F, Type G Cable Assemblies and Adapters
Amphenol Industrial’s use of state-of-the-art CNC machining, die-casting, molding, impact and extruding, plating, screw machining, and process controls gives its interconnect systems a high degree of engineering sophistication and precision that have made Amphenol Industrial the undisputed leader in harsh environment applications and a world leader in cylindrical connectors.
Cinch Connectivity Solutions is a vertically integrated supplier of high quality, high performance
connectors, fixed length and semi rigid cable assemblies from DC to 50 GHz, and other custom solutions. Their product lines deliver custom engineered solutions to satisfy the most demanding and
complex requirements. Cinch Connectivity’s products support military, wireless communications,
aerospace, data networking, telecommunications, test and measurement, broadcast, medical, oil
and gas, and other harsh environment applications.
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Interconnect Solutions: Conesys is a provider of circular and rectangular connectors including filter
and transient protection connectors, mil-spec circular connectors, fiber optic termini, copper and
fiber interconnect systems, specialty cable assemblies and application specific connectors.
Glenair - A World of Circular and Rectangular Backshells and Accessories...manufactures and supplies a complete selection of commercial and military backshell connector accessories: from simple
wire bundle strain reliefs, backshells, dummy stowage receptacles and protective covers, to advanced electromagnetic shielding and termination systems, extender backshells, pipe thread adapters, shorting caps, and cable sealing backshells.
Honeywell Sensing and Productivity Solutions is a global leader in cost-effective, problem-solving
sensor and switch solutions. They serve thousands of customers in four core industry segments:
industrial, medical equipment, transportation, and aerospace and defense.
The KINGS® brand RF connectors are the most comprehensive line of product offerings for a wide
range of applications within the broadcast, military (QPL), aerospace, commercial air, and telecom
markets. Their breadth of product includes 75 Ohm BNC, Tri-Loc®, DIN 1.0/2.3, and video patching
for broadcast, as well as SMA, BNC, TNC, N, C, SC, TRB, and TRT connectors for triaxial cables for
multiple markets. Kings also offers high voltage connectors including MHV, SHV, 10KV and 20KV
interfaces. Subminiature BMA, SMB, MCX, and MMCX connector interfaces for commercial applications are also available.
Ohmite is a power resistor manufacturer with over 90 years of experience providing industryleading power resistors, heatsinks, and industrial power controls. Their full complement of resistor
construction includes wire wound, wire element, thick film, and ceramic composition. Other products include rheostats, potentiometers, heatsinks and hybrid thick film circuits.
Preci-Dip packs unequaled expertise into cutting-edge interconnect components. Leveraging advanced designs, and top materials, with incomparable Swiss precision, Preci-Dip’s precision tools
and contact assembly machines are developed, designed, and produced with passion and expertise.
These experts put the principle of vertical single-site command structure put into practice - monitoring each step from raw material to finished product.
Incon Connectors has been manufacturing sophisticated, high-reliability, interconnect systems for
computer, telecommunications, military, and aerospace applications for over 30 years. Incon Connectors is QPL'd (with DSCC) for the MIL-C-55302 connector, including the Series .075 PC board and
cable connector and the Series .100 PC board and cable connector.
Staffall manufactures a wide variety of electronic hardware including non-insulated terminals, double turret insulated terminals, molded terminal headers, terminal boards, instrument panel knobs,
hand ferrules, rounded handles, and chassis fasteners.
Nu-Tech Heat Shrink is an approved practical solution for the application of a tight, thick-walled,
abrasion-resistant protective covering to anything that will be subjected to the extremes of heat,
friction, corrosion, shock, moisture, and other critical environmental conditions.

For more than 25 years JRH has been an authorized distributor of high
quality, mission critical, mil-spec qualified, high reliability, interconnect,
switch, sensing, resistive, and heat shrink products. Our lines are the industry leaders in their segments. An authorized distributor, a Service
Disabled Veteran Owned business and an AS9100 certified supplier, JRH
is uniquely poised to help meet spending goals and minimize your costs.
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